Billie Jean King’s Eye Coach

is the only stationary stroke training aid with a spinning ball that teaches rhythm, focus, and topspin. It helps players track the ball and focus properly at contact. Use at home or on the court! Training with the Eye Coach improves your game up to 7 times faster than using traditional methods.

**Eye Coach Pro** $180 (TAECPC)
**Eye Coach Jr.** $140 (TAECJ)
**Spare Ball** $10 (TAECRB)
**Replacement Arm Flexor** $50 (TAECRAF)

### Benefits ...

- **REDUCED DISTRACTIONS**
  Because the Eye Coach eliminates the distractions of getting the ball over the net, learning is concentrated on eye strength, the swing path, and balance.

- **REPETITION, REPETITION, REPETITION**
  Remember that repetitively practicing with correct technique leads to faster improvement.

- **WORKS AT ALL LEVELS OF PLAY**
  The Eye Coach is the only system that can be used by pros and beginners alike. Eye strength is a skill that every player can improve.

- **NO SLIPPING BACK**
  Use the Eye Coach to maintain and improve tennis skill levels between coaching sessions. In fact, in just 30 minutes a week, you’ll improve your skills significantly!

- **POWERFUL INSTINCTUAL LEARNING**
  Instinctive reactions are the most powerful athletic movements in the human body. The stronger your eye function at contact, the more you can tap into these instincts.

NEW AND IMPROVED

The Eye Coach Pro now comes with a **POWER DISC** that further simulates the eye skills needed to scan, track and focus correctly at contact. The new crossbar arrows will benefit players by helping them position their feet for maximum balance and power at contact.

### AVAILABLE IN 2 SIZES

- The **Eye Coach Pro** adjusts in height from 30” to 37”.
- The **Eye Coach Junior** is for children under 4’ tall and adjusts in height between 24” and 28”.

See video clips of the Eye Coach in action at OnCourtOffCourt.com